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ABSTR AC T
Lossless Audio Compression o f Speech And Voice
by 
Yang L iu
D r. Evangelos A . Y fantis, E xam ination Com m ittee C hair 
Professor o f C om puter Sciences 
U niversity o f Nevada, Las Vegas
D ata compression plays an im portan t role in  modem telecom m unication, enter­
ta inm ent, com puting and networking areas because the capacities o f media fo r storage 
and bandw idth fo r transmission are not grow ing proportiona lly  w ith  the rap id  demand 
fo r m ultim edia data. Speech and voice compression is one o f applications in  th is  fie ld. 
A lthough there are a lo t o f techniques used in  speech coding, new algorithm s need to  
be developed to  achieve better performance. O ur research focus is on lossless speech 
and voice compression using wavelet transform , prediction, and Rice coding. These 
techniques have some properties, such as, very fast com putation and easily exp lo iting  
the redundancy in  the speech signal. B y tak ing  these advantages, we can reduce the 
number o f b its  required to  represent the audio signal and get be tte r lossless audio 
compression. In  th is thesis, basic concepts and properties o f these techniques w ill be 
displayed and a new loseless a lgorithm  based on these methods is presented as w ell. 
The test results o f the new a lgorithm  are shown and some analyses are given.
u i
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C HAPTER  1 
IN TR O D U C TIO N
Today people have been experiencing w ith  in fo rm ation  explosion since the world 
goes in to  a m ultim edia and Internet era. The need to  store and transm it large masses 
o f d ig itized m ultim edia in form ation, such as data, voice, s till image, audio, video, etc, 
is growing very rap id ly  in  modem telecommunications, entertainm ent, com puting and 
networking areas. A lthough computers and network become faster and data storage 
becomes less expensive and more efficient, i t  s till can not be satisfying w ith  the 
demand fo r m ultim edia data. One o f wonderful solutions fo r th is  problem is to  use 
data compression techniques. These techniques are so powerful and im portant th a t 
the data compression fie ld has been an im portant pa rt o f com puter science. Many 
researchers have dedicated to  th is  area in  both theories and applications and a lo t o f 
te rrific  results are achieved.
Data compression is the process o f converting an inpu t data stream (or the orig inal 
raw data) in to  another data stream (the output) th a t has a sm aller size. A  streeun at 
here is referred to e ither a file  or a buffer in  memory. D ata Compression is possible 
on ly because a stream tends to have some inform ation redundancies. These redundan­
cies m ostly come from  data representation or from  un im portant parts corresponding 
to  human's visual or hearing sense. From th is po in t o f view, data compression can 
be considered as lossy or lossless. Lossless compression methods provide for exact 
recovery o f the o rig ina l data from  its  compressed version. Sometimes i t  is necessary 
because, fo r example, a file  containing computer program  may become worthless i f
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even one b it gets m odified. Lossy compression means th a t when the compressed 
stream is decompressed, the result is not identica l to  the o rig ina l data stream. B u t 
th is  method achieves be tte r compression by losing some un im portant in form ation. 
Data compression is com bination o f many disprinciples. As fa r as m athem atic and 
techniques are concerned, data compression can be classified as s ta tis tica l methods 
(e.g., Huffm an Coding, A rith m e tic  Coding, Lem pel-Z iv Compression, Run-Length 
Encoding and Rice C oding), D ictionary techniques. Linear prediction (e.g. D PC M ), 
Subband coding. Transform  coding (e.g. Fourier transform  and wavelet transform ), 
as well as various forms o f sam pling and vector quantization.
For designing or m aking a compression system, by which is meant a program 
tha t is used to  m inim ize the cost o f storing messages contain ing a specified type o f 
data in  some specified storage form at, three fundam ental procedures are carried out 
[Rissanen and Langdon, 1981]. The firs t o f these procedures is m odeling: the process 
o f learning, or m aking assumptions about, the structure  o f the data being compressed. 
The second im po rtan t procedure is p robab ility  estim ation, or s ta tistics gathering: the 
process o f assigning a p robab ility  to  each o f the possible “next”  symbols in  the inpu t 
stream th a t is being compressed, given a pa rticu la r model o f the data. The th ird  o f 
the three p rinc ipa l procedures is th a t o f coding. Given a p ro ba b ility  d is trib u tio n  for 
the symbols in  a defined source tdphabet, and a symbol drawn from  th a t alphabet, 
the coder communicates to  the w aiting decoder the iden tifie r corresponding to  th a t 
symbol. The coder is required to  make use o f a specified channel alphabet (norm ally, 
but not always, the b inary values zero and one), and to  make as efficient use as 
possible o f the channel capacity subject to  whatever other constraint are enforced 
by the pa rticu la r application. A  point to  be noted in  connection w ith  the three 
procedures is th a t in  some circumstances the p ro b a b ility  estim ation component w ill
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s it more na tu ra lly  w ith  the modeler, and in  others w ill be na tu ra lly  combined w ith  the 
coder. D ifferent com binations o f model and coder w ill result in  different placements 
o f the sta tistics m odule, w ith  the exact placement usually driven by im plem entation 
concerns. Nevertheless, in  a logical sense, the three components exist in  some form  
or another in  a ll compression systems. In  the next several chapters, the details about 
these operations w ill be displayed.
In  chapter two, one compression modeling, the wavelet transform  which are used in 
our research, are presented. One o f its  im portan t properties, m ultireso lution analysis 
is shown. Tw o powerful a lgorithm s, decomposition and reconstruction, are discussed 
and the corresponding filte r  representation is explmned as well. In  addition , a typ ica l 
wavelet form , H arr wavelet is introduced.
In  many situations, physical adjacency o f samples also means th a t th e ir values 
are sim ila r. For example, in  an audio wave, values o f adjacent samples do not usually 
vary by much. In  other words, there exists redundancy in  these data. How to  exp lo it 
and remove the redundancy in  a speech signal is the top ic o f chapter three, prediction 
is a useful to o l to  do th is  task. The principles o f D ifferentia l Pulse Code Modulation 
(DPCM ) and Adaptive DPCM  are brie fly discussed in  th is  chapter.
In  chapter four, firs t o f a ll, the fundamental concepts and properties o f coding 
theory are shown. Then, due to our interest focuses on the lossless compression, 
several lossless compression coding methods Eire introduced. Especially, some details 
about Rice coding are displayed.
One o f im portan t applications o f data compression is the speech o r audio coding. 
Speech or audio, as the most na tura l form  o f com m unication between humans, is 
one part o f people’s life . However, compared w ith  the huge quantities o f speech, 
the capacities o f media fo r storage and bandw idth fo r transm ission is lim ited . Such
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examples are voice m ail systems and cordless telephone channel o r a mobile radio 
channel. Speech coding is concerned w ith  the development o f techniques th a t exp lo it 
the redundancy in  the speech signal, in  order to  reduce the number o f b its  required to 
represent the signal. There are a lo t o f techniques used in  speech coding. Every one 
has its  advantage and disadvantage. New algorithm s need to be developed to achieve 
better performance o f compression. In th is work, our research focuses on lossless 
audio compression. A  new lossless compression a lgorithm  is shown in  chapter five. I t  
includes three m ain operations, wavelet transform , prediction and Rice coding. Each 
o f these operations is discussed in  deta il in  the chapter. The test results o f th is new 
algorithm  are presented and some analyses are given.
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CHAPTER 2
AU D IO  COMPRESSION O PER ATIO N  1: W AVELET TRANSFORM
2.1 Background
Among many data compression methods, transform  coding is one o f the most 
powerful techniques. Sometimes the data have to  be transform ed from  one form  to 
another so th a t the easier operation makes sense in  a particu la r context. Also in  the 
transformed form , certain dependencies or characteristics in  data can be seen better 
than w ithou t transform ation. Being proper transformed, the transformed data w ill 
be uncorrelated, whereby most or, ideally, a ll o f the signal energy is concentrated in  
a sm all portion  o f the outpu t sequence and on ly these sequence o f elements need be 
transm itted or be stored, so more quicker and efficient data transm ission and store 
usage are achieved.
Fourier and Wavelet transform  are two im portan t transform  methods. Roughly 
speaJcing, wavelet transform  is a refinement o f Fourier Transform . So before describing 
wavelet transform , le t us begin w ith  a b rie f review on the Fourier transform . The 
defin ition  o f the continuous Fourier transform  o f a function f { t )  € L ‘̂ {R) (where 
L^(R) is a set o f a ll square integrable real functions, th a t is, functions fo r which 
f  <  oo) is given as
f(w )  =  r  m e ^ d t  (2.1)
J —OO
I t  transforms a signal o r data set from  one domain (e.g. tim e) to  another domain 
(e.g. frequency) in  which many characteristics o f the signal or data set are revealed.
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The Fourier transform  is useful fo r signals w ith  s ta tis tica l properties th a t are constant 
over tim e o r space. Because the Fourier transform  is a function independent o f tim e, it  
does not reflect frequencies tha t vary in  tim e so it  is less suitable as the representation 
o f nonstationary signals, such as a spike, whose s ta tis tica l properties change w ith  
tim e. A nother shortcom ing o f standard Fourier methods is th a t, to extract frequency 
in fo rm ation  at even a single w , i t  requires the com putation o f an integral over an 
in fin ite  in terva l o f tim e and makes im practica l fo r many applications. Short-tim e 
Fourier transform  (S TFT), introduced by Gabor, addresses the problem o f loca lity  o f 
functions by in troducing a window w ith  which the analyzed function is scaled. Gabor 
proposed a windowed Fourier transform  as:
F,(u , t ) =  f °  m g [ t  -  r je " '*  (2.2)
J —OO
where r  is a sh ift (transla tion) parameter and g €  L^{R ) represents a well-localized 
in  tim e w indow function. When the window function is a Gaussian
"  v ^ a e - ‘V(4a) (2.3)
where o: >  0, STFT transform  becomes the Gabor transform . In  STFT, ga(t — r )  
acts as tim e-loca liza tion and e~'^^ as frequency-localization. However, the Heisenberg 
uncerta in ty princip le  lim its  the STFT tim e and frequency resolutions. This princip le  
states th a t fo r any su itab ly chosen window function g and its  Fourier transform  G
(also a suitable w indow), the product o f the two window w idths in the time-frequency
plane satisfies
{2Ag){2Ac) >  2 (2.4)
w ith  equa lity on ly fo r the Gabor transform . The inequa lity means th a t tim e and 
frequency cannot be measured a t any precision level a t the same tim e, and in  par­
ticu la r, very high frequencies cannot be localized to  very sm all tim e windows. Due
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to  the size o f the window is fixed and cannot be adapted to  the changing charac­
te ristics o f the signal in  STFT, the rendering o f low frequencies (e.g. wavelengths 
longer than the window w id th) is inadequate; on the other hand, the long window 
gives very poor localization o f high frequencies. B u t the solution is offered by wavelet 
analysis. Wavelet analysis is a scale-independent means o f analyzing signals. I t  uses 
short windows at high frequencies and long windows a t low frequencies. The notion 
o f scale is introduced as an alternative to  frequency, which leads to the time-scale 
representation.
2.2 Wavelet Analysis
2.2.1 Concepts and principles
Now we focus on wavelet transform  and look a t some basic concepts o f wavelet and 
its  specific properties. T ra d itio n a lly  defined, a wavelet is a wavy function ij) carefully 
constructed so as to have certain m athem atical properties. The prototype function i/r 
called ’’ m other wavelet” (or basic wavelet) is used as a w indow or a scale. A t the same 
tim e, an entire set o f wavelet functions derived from  0  is also used as the same as 
Ip does. These basis functions, called wavelets, are constructed by means o f two simple 
operations, translation (shifting) and d ila tio n  (scaling, e.g. stretching or shrinking), 
on the m other wavelet rp. This set o f wavelet functions tpj^k provides useful "b u ild in g  
block”  functions which can be used to represent general functions and data sets. In  
o ther words, any tim e-varying signals (functions) can be represented in terms o f these 
sim ple basis wavelet functions. Compared w ith  Fourier transform , wavelet transform  
has several advantages. S im ply stated[O gden.l997], they are 1) good time-frequency 
loca lization, 2) s im p lic ity  o f form , 3) fast and efficient algorithm s.
As mentioned above, fo r a su itab ly defined m other wavelet ip, each wavelet derived
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from  the m other wavelet is generated by two operations, transla ting  and d ila ting , on 
the m other wavelet. I f  a llow ing these two operations to  vary continuously, th e  w avelet 
derived from  a m other wavelet is m athem atically expressed as:
Va.rW  =  — - )  (2.5)
\ /a  a
where a  >  0 is a scale (d ila tion ) parameter and r  6 i2 is a sh ift (translation) param­
eter. For low-frequency wavelets, q  >  1, w hile fo r high-frequency wavelets, a  <  1. 
The norm alization facto r is included so th a t \\ ipa,T ll= || ^  II- II /  II is called the 
norm o f a function and is defined as
II f  11=  r  (2-6)J — o o
I f  restric ting  scaling and sh ifting  o f the m other wavelet by the set o f integers and 
taking scaling a  to  be o f the form  a  =  2~^ and dyadic translations r  to be o f the 
form  k 2 ~ f  the wavelet becomes:
=  2^'^V(2"t -  k) (2.7)
where j  and k are integers and denoted as d ila tio n  index and translation index, 
respectively.
Given a function /(£ ) €  L^{R) w ith  respect to  some analyzing wavelet ip, the 
continuous wavelet transform  (C W T; integral wavelet transform ) o f the function /  is 
defined by
CWT{a,r) =<  > =  f  (2.8)
J  —OO
C W T{ot,T) represents the deta il contained in  the signal /  a t the scale q .
To reconstruct the orig ina l function from  its  continuous wavelet transform , the 
inverse continuous wavelet transform  is done as follows:
1  r o c  r o o  (l(y
/ N  =  ^  /  d r  C W n a ,T ) ip ^ A t)—  (2.9)
«/O • / — o o  O f
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4 = r  “  (2.10)J —oo Wl
where is a constant and meets the admissibility condition
- |w |
T his condition restricts the class o f functions w hich can be wavelet. In  particu la r, 
i f  ip{t) decays to zero at in fin ity , the adm issib ility  condition im plies th a t a ll wavelets 
must have i^(0) =  ip{t)d t =  0 in  order to make the left-hand side o f (2-10) a fin ite  
number. This also means th a t ip must be a wave th a t goes up and down along w ith  
the X axis.
Under the discrete circumstance, a discrete wavelet transform  (D W T, a wavelet 
series expansion) is given by [Daubechies, 1990]
D W T [j,  k) = <  / ,  iPĵ k > =  r  -  k)dt (2.11)
J  —OO
Now discretizing the function /(£ ) and setting  the sam pling rate to  be 1, then 
(2-11) can be w ritte n  as
D W T { j,  k) «  y / '  E  /(^ )^ i.ik (2 'n  -  k) (2.12)
n
Assumed th a t {^ j,jt(£ ) ;j, Ar, £ 6 Z }  forms an orthonorm al basis o f L^{R ). I f  
{^ j,jt(£ );j,fc , £ €  Z }  is not an orthonorm al basis, we s till can obtain { D W T { j ,k ) }  
using the dual wavelet ■iÂj,a:(£)- The deta il about dual wavelet can be found in  
[Daubechies, 1992].
The orig ina l function /(£ ) can be reconstructed w ith
OC 00/(‘)= E E D W T U ,k ) i i j j ,M  (2.13)
j = —oo fc=—oo
D efin ition  D W T and other form ula presented above are o f lit t le  practical value. 
Discrete wavelet transform  used in  practical applications is the result o f an a lgorithm  
derived from  m ultireso lu tion  theory made by [M allat,1989]. Next, a b rie f description 
o f m ultireso lu tion  theory is given and a fast and efficient a lgorithm  is displayed based 
on the theory.
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2.2.2 M u ltireso lu tion  Analysis
M a lla t’s M u ltireso lu tion  Analysis (M R A ) brings out im portan t properties o f wavelet 
and provides an elegant theoretical fram ework fo r discrete wavelet transform . Here 
is the de fin ition :
A  m ultireso lu tion  analysis (M R A ) is a sequence o f line r function subspace (V )} 
such th a t they possess the fo llow ing properties:
1) The subspace are nested: {0 } C • - • C V i C 0 C V_i C • • • C L^(R )
2) n jV j =  {0 },U jV } =  L H R ) , j  €  Z ;
3) n t ) € V j ,  i S f { 2 t ) e V j . ,
4) /(£ ) €  Vo im plies /(£  — fc) 6  Vb fo r a ll A  E Z
5) There exists a function 4> £ V q such th a t the set (0fc(x) =  0 (x  — k ) ,k  €. Z }  
form  an orthonorm al basis fo r Vq.
The m ain idea o f m ultireso lution  analysis is to  analyze a signal function a t d if­
ferent scales (resolutions). For example, given a descrete function /(£ ) E L ‘̂ {R), the 
decomposition in to  various scales begins by mapping the function in to  a sufficiently 
high-resolution subspace Vm , th a t is
/(£ ) E L^(R ) A f(^ ) =  53 ^a/,a:0(2^£ — fc) E Vm  (2.14)
k
where the basic function <f> € V q is called scaling function since its  dilates and trans­
lates constitu te  orthonorm al bases fo r a ll Vj subspaces, which are sim ply scaled ver­
sions o f Vb.
Then, an approxim ation p  o f the orig ina l function /(£ ) E L~{R) a t any resolu­
tio n  (scale) level j  is composed o f the sum o f the next lower resolution, or averaged 
(coarser) signal approxim ation and a de ta il signal function made up o f 
fluctua tion . These fluctuations provide the added details necessary to  produce the 
fu ll resolution signal /(£ ) E L ‘̂ {R). The approxim ation p ~ ^  can be expressed as
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a linear com bination o f the elements in  the basis o f appropriately scaled functions 
{d>j,k : — k ) ;k  G Z } , and also th a t the de ta il signal is a linear combi­
nation o f wavelet functions {ipj,k ■ — k ) ;k  €  Z } . They are m athem atically
represented as
' P  =  Z k  t'j,k(i>{2H - k ) e  W  (2.15)
. 9^ =  Hk^j,ktp{2H  - k )  e
where is a function subspace and is generated by the bases ' 2^l~<p{2H —
k ) ;k  E Z }  and called wavelet subspace is also a function subspace generated by 
{ipj^k : 2^l‘̂ il;{2H — k ) ;k  G Z } . ip{t) €  L^(i?) is called the wavelet and constructed 
by the scaling function <̂ (£) so these ip{t) G L^{R ) can be expressed by 6 Vq. The 
basis function <f>ĵ k o f W  together w ith  basis function tpj^k o f form  a basis fo r space 
As the scale j  runs from  large to sm all, the corresponding approxim ations run 
from  fine to  coarse, and vice versa.
The deep insight in to  wavelet analysis is exploited according to  the properties o f 
M R A. A t each scale j ,  is a proper subspace o f and le t the subspace is 
an orthogonal complement o f in  meaning th a t
' y j  ©  w i  =
, n  =  {0 }
n  W ”* =  {0 } m  #  f
where © represents the orthogonal sum o f two subspaces so the form ula =
W  © can be recursively extended like
y j+ i =
=
in  our case
ym. ^  ^ r M - l  0  y M - i
=  lyA Z -l 0  w M -2  0  iy M -3  0  . „
=  © w ^ - "  ©  y ‘̂ - ^
(2.18)
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T h a t means each function /(£ ) €  has a unique orthogonal decomposition
f i t )  =  ..  • +  g ~ \x )  +  g°{x) +  5^(x) +  • • • (2.19)
where g  ̂ E W j. T ha t is, each component f j { x )  o f function /  has a unique represen­
ta tio n  in  terms o f the wavelet series. In  our case,
/*^(£ ) =  Y .  +  f ^ ~ ^ i t )  (2.20)
a = l
where f^ ^ ~ ^ {t)  is the coarsest approxim ation o f /(£ ).
2.2.3 Fast and E fficient A lgorithm
1) C onstruction o f Wavelets
a)Two-scale relations
As pointed out by M R A, the scaling functions and wavelets a t one scale (coarser) 
are related to  the scaling functions a t the next-higher scale by so-called two-scale 
relations, namely
f  <P( t )  =  A » 0 ( 2 t  - k )  n • > ^ \
I t  is obvious th a t th is  form ula can be recursively operated.
b) C onstruction o f wavelets
For the construction o f wavelets, what we do is to  find suitable two-scale and 
decomposition sequences {gk,fik}~ In  the fo llow ing i t  w ill be shown th a t {&&} can be 
expressed in  terms o f {g t}  so th a t on ly {ç k }  and hence the scaling function  need to 
be constructed.
Since space Vj and W j are orthogonal to  each other, tha t is, © , then so are function 
4> and ip, meaning th a t < é , i l }  > =  0. Therefore,
<  (p,1p > =  2 ^2  52 l^m9n ^  l,nti l ,n  2 ^2  ^k9k ~  0 (2.22)
m n fc
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so th a t one choice fo r satisfying the result o f above form ula is
9k =  i - l f h ^ - k  (2.23)
I t  gives correct solutions. For N  coefficients h o , w h e r e  N  is an even 
number and the rem aining h coefficient are equal to  zero, the choice can be gk =
(—l)*'h/v_i_fc.
2) Fast and E fficient A lgorithm
For an a rb itra ry  finite-energy signal /(£ ) €  L^{R ), there is no guarantee th a t th is 
signal is in  any o f the approxim ation subspace Vm~ To make use o f the two-scale rela­
tions for processing, a signal must be in  one o f these nested approxim ation subspace. 
In  other words, m ultireso lu tion  analysis concerns square integrable functions, bu t the 
functions have to  be adjusted to  the spaces Vj and W j for which scaling functions 
and wavelets form  the bases. One way o f m eeting th is  requirement is by pro jecting 
orthogonally the signal in to  one o f the Vj fo r some j .  I t  is p a rticu la rly  im portan t i f  
one only knows the sampled values o f the signal a t /(£  =  k / 2 f  k Ç. Z )  fo r some large 
value o f j .
Assuming th a t the signal /(£ ) 6  L^{R ) is not in  the approxim ation subspace Vj, 
we wish to  find /(£ ) €  V} such th a t
P f i t )  =  f j { t )  =  E  <  / .  =  E  -  fc) (2.24)
3
where Uĵ k are the scaling function coefficients to  be computed from  the signal samples. 
Using the orthogonal pro jection o f /(£ ) onto the 1} subspace. Uj^ can be determ ined 
from  the sample data /(£  =  k/2^).
Since Vj is a subspace o f L^{R ) and /(£ ) G L^{R ), we consider p [ t )  as the 
orthogonal pro jection o f /(£ ) onto the Vj subspace. Then /(£ ) — p { t )  is orthogonal
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< i m - P i t ) ) , c P j , i > = 0  VI € Z (2.25)
Consequently, the coefficients are determ ined from  the equation
(2.26)
This yields
2^/2 0(2J£ -  l)d t  =  2; Z t  Q , ^ ( 2:£ -  k)<P{2H -  f)A ]
= Em Q.m[I%o <̂ (()<̂ (( -  m)dt]
(2.27)
where we have made a change o f index m  =  l  — k.
By assuming an orthonorm al basis and approxim ating the integral by a sum, the 
coefficients are given as
Cj,m =  2^/2 H o  m <P{2H  -  m )dt
=  2 - ;^ Z t / ( & ) < ^ ( fc - W
a) Decomposition A lgorithm
W ith  the two-scale relations (2-7) and (2-21), we have
= 2 ; ^ ( 2 '£ - t )
=  2ü+i)/2 E » g n^(2 ;+ 4  - 2 k - n )  
— En ̂ n0j+l,2A:+Ti(£)
“  En 2fc0j+X,n(£)
and thus.
S im ilarly,
Therefore.
<  / ,  ^j.k >  = f  f ( t ) ip jA t )d t
=  Î  f { i )  i l n 9 n - 2 k ^ j + \ . n { t ) d . t
~  E n ffn—2fc /?03+l,n ^
<Pj,t(£) =  2^V2^(2^£ -  fc) =  E  fcn-2*0j> l.n(t)
<  / ,  > =  E  <  / ,  «Pj+l,n >
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
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Let Cj,k = <  / ,  <!>i,k >  and dj,k = <  / ,  <!>j,n >  , then
= <  / ,  >  =  Un hn-2k <  / t  0 j+ l,n  >
— Un hn-2kCj+\jc
and
= <  / ,  ĵ,Jk >  =  E n 9n-2k <  f ,  4>j+Un >
— En 5n-2fcC'j+i,fc
(2.33)
(2.34)
S ubstitu ting  h w ith  g by (2-23), the expression o f dj^k becomes
=  y ^ ( —l)"h-n+2fc-nC7-H.<; (2.35)
Formulas (2-33) and (2-35) relate the coefficients o f the scaling functions and 
wavelets a t any scale to the coefficients a t the next higher scale. By repeating th is  
a lgorithm , a ll lower-level wavelet coefficients { j  <  J ) can be computed from  the
scaling function coefficients using (2-33) and (2-35) so we can construct finer resolution
o f a function /  from  its  coarser resolution and the differences between these resolution. 
Th is decomposition a lgorithm  is represented schem atically in  figure 2.1 (upper).
• ■ • <—  <—  C j
^  ^J-2 ^3-\
• • • — > — > Oj
Figure 2.1 Diagram fo r decomposition and reconstruction algorithm s
b) Reconstruction A lgorithm
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I t  is im po rtan t fo r any transform  to  have an unique inverse such th a t the orig inal 
data can be recovered perfectly. For random signals, some transform s have the ir 
unique inverse in  theory bu t cannot be implemented in  rea lity. There exists an unique 
inverse discrete wavelet transform  (or synthesis transform ) such th a t the orig inal 
function can be recovered perfectly from  its  components at d ifferent scales. The 
reconstruction a lgorithm  is based on the two-scale relations o f the scaling function 
and wavelet. Let us consider a sum o f these components a t the j t h  resolution.
Because Vj+ i =  V} ©  W j, then fo r a function €  V j+ i, we have
=  P i t )  +  gJ(()f6r p  6  Vj and g i 6  W j (2.36) 
=  HkCj,k<^j,kit) +  Efc dj^ipj,k{t)
so th a t
Cj+l,k  = <  P ^ \  (l>j+l,k > = <  P  +  P ,  0j+l,Jfc >
= <  P,(f>j+i,k >  +  <  p,<i>j+i,k >
E f i  0 j+l,A: >  +  <  E n  >
~  E n Cj.n <  0j,n>0j+l,fc ^  "b En ^  '0j,n)0j+l,fc >
~  En <  Em ^m—2n0j+l,mj >  "b En Em 9m—2n4^j+l,mi 0j+l,fc ^
~  En hk—2nCj,n *b E n 9k—2ndj,n
(2.37)
The last expression above is due to  <  <l>j+i,n > =  1 fo r m  =  fc and 0
otherwise using (2-23)
Cj+I,k =  ^-2kCj,n +  ^ ( —l)^/^2n-t+ld;,f (2.38)
Ti n
The process o f reconstructing coefficients C  is summarized in  figure 2.1(lower).
I t  is noted th a t coefficients hk are sufficient to  find  the wavelet transform ; in  par­
ticu la r, there is no need to know the scaling function or m other wavelet to  accomplish 
the task. As a m atte r o f fact, fast wavelet transform  is the way o f determ ining the 
wavelet transform  w ithou t referring to  the wavelet a t a ll. W hat we need are the ta­
bles o f hk (and gk) values to  perform  the com putations. Scaling function and m other
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wavelet were used to  determ ine these values, but afterwards, these functions are no 
longer needed.
c) Linear T im e Com plexity.
The algorithm s discussed in  above sections are said fast and efficient because the 
tim e com plexity o f operations is linear. A t here, a rough proof is given [Ogden,1997].
Let K  denotes the number o f non-zero terms used in  the sequence. C om puting 
a single coefficient at level j  according to or would take a t most K  operation. Sup­
pose g iving exactly M  non-zero coefficients at level j  +  1, thus, the to ta l number 
o f operations required to  complete the one-level-down wavelet and scaling function 
coefficient is approxim ately 2 K  *  (M /2 ). There w ill be approxim ately M /A  non-zero 
scaling function coefficients at level j  — I  and the com putation w ill requir approxi­
m ately 2 K { M / A ) .  C ontinuing in  th is way, we see th a t the to ta l number o f operations 
required doing a ll the decomposition is approxim ately
+  ^  +  y  +  • • ■) =  0 (M ) (2.39)
Given a set o f top-level scaling function coefficients, th is decomposition is very 
efficient, even be tte r than the O (M lo gM ) operations required fo r the fast Fourier 
transform  a lgorithm .
O f course, everything we have discussed so fa r has assumed th a t the top-level 
scaling function coefficients are provided as in p u t. The remarkable efficiency o f the 
decomposition a lgorithm  is m oot w ithou t an efficient a lgorithm  fo r com puting the top- 
level coefficients. Regarding the orig inal data F i, . . . ,  as a low-pass filte r H  (the 
concepts o f low-pass and high-pass filte rs w ill be explained in  the next section) w ill 
result in  a sm oother version o f a signal. Th is is precisely what is done in  the standard 
discrete wavelet transform  o f data -  the filte rs  H  and G  are applied to F l.F g ,. . . ,  F^. 
The standard wavelet decomposition thus regards the inpu t data F i, . . . ,F ^  as the
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highest-level scaling function coefficients, or, equivalently, the least-smoothed signal. 
Thus, there is no com putational expense a t a ll in  com puting the sequence, and 
the entire  wavelet decomposition requires on ly 0 { M )  operation. In  practice, then, i t  is 
possible to  do a fu ll wavelet decomposition and reconstruction w ithou t perform ing any 
num erical in tegration, indeed, w ithou t ever com puting a single value o f any wavelet 
function.
I t  should be noted here th a t the wavelet reconstruction a lgorithm  is also fast, 
requiring  0 (M )  operation.
2.2.4 The F ilte r Representation
The wavelet decomposition and reconstruction algorithm s previously discussed 
present the mechanism how the wavelet transform  analyzes and processes a signal 
function. A dd itiona l insight in to  some o f the practica l issues in  wavelet analysis can 
be gained by regarding these a lgorithnK  as example o f signal processing filte rs . The 
subband transform  associated w ith  filte r banks displays the other aspects o f signal 
transform .
Subband trzinsform decomposes the in p u t signal in to  several frequency compo­
nents, o r subband, and then encode these components separately. The subbands are 
generated by using a bank o f filte rs, w ith  each filte r passing signals o f a specified 
frequency range (Figure2.2). In  m athem atical po in t o f view, a filte r is a linear op­
e ra tor defined in terms o f its  filte r coefficients, / i(0 ) ,h ( l) , / i(2 ) ,- -  - . The subbands 
are gotten by taking the convolution o f the in p u t signal w ith  a set o f bandpass filte rs 
and decim ating the results. Each decimated set o f transform  coefficients is a subband 
signal th a t encodes a specific range o f the frequencies o f the in p u t. In  other words, 
an ou tpu t vector (subband) x  is produced by applying a filte r to  an inpu t vector x .
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according to
x (x ) =  ^  h {k )x {n  — k) =  h * x  (2.40)
n
where the symbol * indicates a convolution. Because s ta tis tica l characteristics o f 
the subbands are different, each subband can be controlled separately. Tha t is each 
subband can be encoded differently and thus more efficiently than the orig inal signal. 
Reconstruction is done by unsampling, fo llow  by com puting the inverse transforms, 
and adding the resulting sets o f outputs from  the inverse filte rs.
^  filter Hq — J dedmatorg4.2 — Analysis J—* 
: Quantize :
: Compress :
— sj Save ;— a
Interpolator gf 2 —a filter Hg
x(t) — -----x (0
filter H, —> dedmator,4,2 Interpolator 2 — a filter H,
Figure 2.2 D iagram  o f filte r banks
The wavelet tran fonn  can be interpreted as a bank o f two filte rs , a lowpass and a 
highpass. For a given wavelet basis, represent the filte r H  by the sequence {A t}  k E Z  
given in  hk = <  4>, >  . The concepts o f wavelet decomposition and reconstruction
algorithm s may be expressed in  terms o f these filte rin g  operations by regarding the 
set o f scaling function coefficients a t a pa rticu la r level as a signal: k E Z .
Scaling function coefficients at the next lower level are obtained by applying the filte r 
H  to  the signal
§ l i . .  =  ^
which corresponding to  Cjjc =  In fact, scaling function coefficients at
any level can be obtained by repeatedly applying the filte r H i
( 2 .4 2 )
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Now define a new filte r G by
9k — ( A: E Z  (2.43)
where the hk's are again defined as in  hk = <  0 , (f>i,k >  Wavelet coefficients at level 
J — 1 can be obtained from  scaling function coefficients a t level j  v ia  th is  filte r.
d j - i „  =  GCj^,, (2.44)
which corresponds to d j,* =  E( ez( — By  com bining these two fil­
ters, wavelet coefficients at any lower level can be computed from  scaling function 
coefficients a t level j  :
4 - m . .  =  (2.45)
Now th a t the decomposition algorithm s presented in  previous section have been 
w ritte n  in  terms o f these filte rin g  concepts, it  is natura l to  inquire in to  the nature 
o f the filte rs  H  and G. The filte r H  is known as a lowpass filte r which correspond 
to  averaging operations, w hile G  is an example o f a highpass filte r corresponding to 
differencing.
Usually, applying the H  filte r results in  a signal composed o f localized weighted 
averages performed on the orig ina l signal. And also, applying the G filte r results in  
a signal whose elements are contrasts o f localized elements o f orig ina l signal. Th is 
idea is reinforced by summing the coefficients o f the filte r representation, T ha t is, fo r 
a lowpass (averaging or sm oothing) filte r H ,
^ h k  =  V2  (2.46)
k€Z
For a highpass (contrasting or de ta il) filte r G,
=  0 (2.47)
kez
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I t  is noted th a t, in  decomposition algorithm s, i f  the d ila tio n  index k  is increased by 
one, the indices o f the {h i}  sequence are a ll offset by two. Thus, in com puting either 
decomposition, there is an inherent down-sampling o f coefficients tha t correspond to 
the decim ation in  subband transform . Looking a t the a lgorithm  for reconstruction, 
a fter going up every scale j ,  the to ta l function coefiBcients w ill be counted by both C j 
and dj which are called up-sampling as same as in te rpo la tion  happened in  subband 
transform  (shown in figure 2.3)
y  S e a lik r  fu c tiem  ÿ ( t )
Figure 2.3 Representation diagram  o f decomposition algorithm
The m ain advantage o f subband transform  is th a t they isolate the different fre­
quencies o f the inpu t signal, thereby m aking it  possible fo r the user to precisely control 
the loss o f data in  each frequency range. In  practice, such a transform  decomposes a 
signal in to  several subbands, corresponding to  d ifferent signal frequencies, and each 
subband can be handled differently. On contrast, the m ajor drawback o f th is type o f 
transform  is the in troduction  o f artifacts, such as aliasing and ring, into the recon­
structed signal, because o f the down-sampling. Th is is why a lo t o f different types o f 
wavelets have been designed and studied fo r find ing  be tte r sets o f filte rs.
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-2.3 An Example: H arr W avelet Transform
2.3.1 defin ition : H arr Wavelet
The H arr wavelet is nothing new, having been developed by H arr (1910). The 
H arr basic wavelet is a step function and defined by
xjjHit) =
and corresponding wavelets are defined as
’ 1 0 <  £ <  1/2 
- 1  1/2  <  £ <  1 
0 otherwise
(2.48)
r 1 < t <  A2J +  2J - ‘
-A :)^  - 1  k2^ +  2^-^ <  £ <  (fc +  1)2^ (2.49)
[  0 otherwise
The H arr wavelet transform  uses a scale function 0(£) and a wavelet ^ (£ ), both
shown in  F igure 2.4, to  represent a large number o f function  . The representation is
1/2
m
the in fin ite  sum
Figure 2.4 H arr wavelet m other function
/(() = H  Ck(p{t -fc) + ^  ^  -  fc)
fc=—oo k=—oo j=0
where C* and d j^  are coeflBcient to  be calculated.
(2.50)
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The basic scale function 0 (£) is the u n it pulse
"  {  0 o th e ^ s t
and
-  A) {  J (2.52)
In  practice, the shifted copies are used to approxim ate /(£ ) at different tim e t. 
The scale copies are used to  approximate at d ifferent resolutions (scales). I t  is clear 
th a t from  the subband transform  point o f view,
M t )  =  M 2 t )  +  M 2 t  -  1) (2.53)
and compared w ith  =  V2Y!k=-oo^k<l>{2t — k) (two-scale re la tion ), we obta in  
ho =  h i =  l / \ / 2  . Hence, the lowpass filte r H  fo r the H arr system consists o f 
only two non-zero elements: Hq =  H \ =  \ f y / 2 .  In  general, fo r a signal /  =  {/< .} 
fc €  Z , the elements o f the filtered signal f  =  H f  using the H arr filte r are =  
l / \ / 2( /2fc -f/2ifc-i) which is proportional to  the average o f adjacent elements. Moreover, 
=  ( P n { 2 t )  — 0h(2£ — l)a n d  thus ^(£) =  \ / 2 Y . ^ - o o  9 k < t > { 2 t  -  fc) is satisfied fo r
9o =  hi =  1/v^, Pi =  —ho =  - l /y /2 .
As the same s itua tion  as th a t fo r deta il functions, applying the G  filte r correspond­
ing to the H arr system to  the same signal /  would give a signal / *  w ith  elements
fk  =  -  /z fc -i) (2.54)
which is p roportional to  the difference between adjacent elements.
2.3.2 The ordered fast H arr wavelet Transform
Because our research focuses on d ig ita l speech signal, on ly one dimension array o f 
the signal is considered. A t here, one o f the Ordered Fast H arr Wavelet Transform
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algorithm s is introduced[Yves Nievergelt,1999]. Before describing the a lgorithm , the 
de fin ition  o f H arr scale function is m odified to  construct a step function at a different 
height C , s ta rting  a t the location u and ending w. A  scalar m u ltip le  by C  o f the 
function so th a t
(2.35)
Step 1: Supposing there is a one-dimensional array o f the form
, • • •, • • • , 4 ”-2> 4 " - I  ) (2.56)
=  S =  (SQj S i »  » S j ,  , S2'‘ -2 >  S2" - i )
w ith  a to ta l number o f sample values equal to  an integra l power o f two, 2" , as indicated 
by the superscript n . The array correspond to the sampled step function
/ »  =  ^  (2.57)
i=o
Step 2: The firs t sweep. The shifted and d ila ted basic transform  applies to  a ll the 
consecutive pairs o f values, separated here by semicolons fo r convenience, in  a sample 
w ith  2n value Sq, 5i; S2 , S3; • • • ; S2&, S2t - i;  * • * ; S2(n-l)j S2n- 1
(Ti—1) , (n—1) (n—1) , (a—1)
=  (g ("- i) , 4"-^) :=  ^ -----Y  4 ” "^ ’ :=  — ---------------------- (2.58)
and put these elements into 4 " " ^ \ a n d  =  { 4 "~ ^ \
Step 3: Repeat the step 2 u n til the ith  sweep.
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CHAPTER 3
A U D IO  COMPRESSION O PER ATIO N  2: PR E D IC TIO N
3.1 D ig ita l Audio
Usually, audio is recorded through a microphone and is converted into  a voltage 
th a t varies continuously w ith  tim e. Such voltage is the analog representation o f the 
sound. Now most speech signal processing operations are carried ou t using d ig ita l 
technology because D ig ita l technology is more advanced and more powerful than 
analogue technology. For example, d ig ita l signals are less sensitive to  transmission 
noise than analogue signals. I t  is easy to  error-protect and encrypt d ig ita l signals 
so th a t d ig ita l transm ission can be made very secure. In  addition , d ig ita l signals 
o f different types can be treated in a unified way and, provided adequate decoding 
arrangements exist, can be m ixed on the same channel. O f cause, d ig ita l technology 
has some disadvantages. One o f them is th a t i t  requires greater channel bandw idth.
To convert the analogue speech signal in to  a d ig ita l form at in  which it  is repre­
sented by a sequence o f numbers, i t  involves two processes, sam pling and quantization. 
This two-stage process is sometimes referred to as Pulse Code M odulation (PC M ). 
Sampling is the process o f obta in ing values o f the analogue signal a t discrete instants 
o f tim e, and quantization refers to  the conversion o f the am plitude a t each sampling 
instant in to  a discrete b ina rj’- number w ith  a specified b it-leng th . The less the num­
bers used in  quantization, the be tte r the compression, bu t also the greater the loss o f 
in form ation, th is  aspect o f quantization is used by several speech compression meth-
25
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ods. In  our research, we use some d ig itized  speech file, so th is  issue is not concerned 
in  th is  thesis.
3.2 P rediction
3.2.1 D iffe rentia l Pulse Code M odulation (D PCM )
An analysis o f speech signals shows th a t adjacent speech samples tend to  be 
s im ila r (corre la tion), p a rticu la rly  in  regions o f voiced speech, and thus audio samples 
tend to  have redundancies. The simplest way to  exp lo it th is  redundancy is to subtract 
adjacent samples and code the differences, which tend to  be sm all numbers. Following 
th is  idea, the value o f each sample is predicted based on the values o f a number o f 
neighboring samples. This predicted value represents redundant in form ation tha t can 
be om itted; therefore, instead o f encoding a sample itse lf, the difference (prediction 
error) between its  value and the predicted value is encoded. The decoder uses the 
quantized difference to  reconstruct the orig ina l sample by com puting its  predicted 
value &om already decoded sample values and adding them to  the encoded prediction 
error. Any method based on th is  princip le  is called DPCM  (d iffe rentia l pulse code 
m odulation).
3.2.2 Adaptive D iffe rentia l Pulse Code M odulation (AD PC M )
In  the foregoing discussion, DPCM  was using a fixed set o f predictor coefficients. 
So in  most tim e, such methods are inefficient, since they do not adapt themselves to  
the varying magnitudes o f the audio stream. T ha t means d ifferent coefficients should 
be used fo r different segments o f samples, which leads to  the concept o f adaptive 
D PCM . There are a t least two components o f adaptive DPCM  th a t can be m odified: 
p red ictor coefficients and quantization levels. AD PC M  can be based on adjusting
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only one o f these two components. B u t i t  is possible to  m odify both.
Adaptive quantization attem pts to  make the quantizer design adapt to  the varying 
inp u t sta tistics in  order to  achieve better performance. By statistics, we mean the 
s ta tis tica l mean, variance (or the dynam ic range), and type o f inpu t p d f (p robab ility  
d is trib u tio n  function). When the mean o f the inpu t changes, d iffe rentia l coding is 
suitable method to handle the varia tion . For other types o f cases, adaptive quantiza­
tio n  is found to be effective. The price paid for adaptive quantization is processing 
delays and an extra storage requirem ent.
S im ila r to  the discussion on adaptive quantization, adaptive prediction can be 
done in  two different ways: forw ard adaptive and backward adaptive prediction. In  
the form er , adaptation is based on the inpu t o f a DPCM  system, in  other words, 
i t  period ica lly modifies the predicto r coefficients so th a t they reflect the change in  
the stream o f inp u t samples. In  the la ter, adaptation is based on the outpu t o f 
the DPCM , th a t means predictor coefficients are estimated based on quantized and 
transm itted data. Therefore, forw ard adaptive prediction is more sensitive to changes 
in  local sta tistics. P rediction parameters (the coefficients o f the predictor), however, 
need to  be transm itted  as side in fo rm ation  to  the decoder. On the other hand, 
quantization error is involved in  backward adaptive prediction. Hence, the adaptation 
is less sensitive to local changing sta tistics. B ut i t  does not need to  transm it side 
in form ation.
Something in  de ta il about the la te r AD PCM  method is discussed here. Th is kind 
o f AD PC M  uses the previous sample (or several previous samples) to  predict the 
current sample. I t  then computes the difference between the current sample and its  
prediction, and quantizes the difference. For each inp u t sample A [n ], the ou tpu t 
C [n] o f the encoder is s im ply a certa in  number o f quantization levels. The decoder
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m ultip lies th is  number by the quantization step (and may add h a lf the quantization 
step, fo r be tte r precision) to  obta in the reconstructed audio sample. The method is 
efficient because the quantization step is modified a ll the tim e, by both encoder and 
decoder, in  response to  the varying magnitudes o f the inp u t sam ples.lt is also possible 
to  m odify adaptively the prediction algorithm .
Various AD PC M  methods d iffe r in  the way they predict the current sound sample 
and in  the way they adapt to  the inpu t (by changing the quantization step size and/or 
the prediction m ethod).
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CHAPTER 4
A U D IO  COMPRESSION O PER ATIO N  3: CODING 
Coding is the last im portan t operation in  the process o f lossless compression. 
Coding itse lf is also a top ic o f com puter science. G iv ing  a whole description o f coding 
theory is out o f scope o f th is  thesis so on ly some concepts and methods to be used in  
our research are explained a t here.
4.1 Term inology
Given a source w ith  alphabet S =  (art, X2 , . . . ,X n }  which is a fin ite  set, and proba­
b ilitie s  P  — {p i,P 2 , . - • ,Pm} fo r which le tte rs x* are encoded as strings o r codewords^ 
C  =  {c i, C2, . . . ,  Cm}, a code is a m apping from  S onto C , th a t is c =  ..  .x ,^ .
The Length li o f a s trin g  c is the number o f alphabets appearing in  the string . A  code 
whose adphabet is {0 ,1 } is called a binary code. The unary code o f a nonnegative 
integer n  is defined as n — I  ones followed by a single 0, or a lte rnative ly, as n  — 1 zeros 
followed by a single one. The length o f the unary code fo r the integer n is thus n 
b its. A  code has a prefix  (o r irre d u c ib ility ) property i f  no codeword can be obtained 
from  another codeword by adding more Os or Is , o r no codeword is a prefix o f another 
codeword. In  other words, prefix  means once a certa in b it pattern has been assigned 
as the code o f a sym bol, no other codes could s ta rt w ith  th a t pattern ( the pattern 
can not be the pre fix o f any other code). Variable-size codes are such codes th a t they 
should satisfy the p re fix p roperty and should be assigned to  symbols based on th e ir 
probabilities. On the other hands, fixed-size codes ind icate th a t each sym bol in  th is
29
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code has the same length. A  variable-size code has less redundzincy than a fixed-size 
code but i t  is more d iffic u lt to  represent and im plem ent than fixed-size code.
4.2 Fundamental L im its
In  the section above, we got some concepts how to  bu ild  a code. Now we wonder 
a question: given a code, what is its  lower bound on the expected length o f the 
code? In  data compression, we are interested in  m in im izing the expect (average) cost 
Lavg =  H i= \P ih -  The same question is: what th is m inim um  cost could be? The 
answer is: i t  is Shannon’s entropy.
In  1940s Claude E. Shannon discovered th a t the extent to  which a message can 
be compressed and then accurately restored is lim ited  by its  entropy [Weiss, 1993]. 
Where entropy is a measure o f in form ation. The higher the entropy o f a message , 
the more in fo rm ation  i t  contains. I t  can be expressed in
H(P,,  . . . , P „ ) =  H(S)  =  -  è  P , ; s ( P i )  ( 4 .1 )
i= l
where S =  { x t , . . .  ,X n} is a set o f n  independent events w ith  the set o f probabilities 
o f th e ir occurrence P  =  I t  is typ ica l convention th a t the logarithm  is
taken base 2, in  which case entropy is measured in  b its. So the function  shown above 
represents the average number o f b its  o f a ll ind iv idua l sym bols(or integer numbers).
O ur goal is to  design ein optim um  code w ith  prefix property. So another question 
rises: in  w hat s itua tion  is th is possible to avoid looking for such a code when it  
cannot be found? Some inform ation concerning th is possib ility  can be garnered from  
a theorem proven by Leon G K ra ft in  his 1949 master’s thesis.
K ra ft’s theorem: There exists a prefix b inary code w ith  codewords { c i, . . . , c „ i}  
w ith  corresponding lengths { l i , . . . , Im } i f f
( 4 .2 )
t= i
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A t here ju s t is the statement. The p roo f w ill be found in  [Adam Drozdek, 2002]. 
The theorem refers to  prefix codes only. Th is theorem guarantees find ing  a prefix 
code fo r a given set o f lengths bu t do not change the lengths whereby the constructed 
code may not be optim al. The K ra ft inequa lity allows us to  decide whether a prefix 
code exists i f  length o f prospective codewords is given.
4.3 Some lossless Coding techniques
One o f the simplest techniques fo r lossless compression is Run Length. Encoding. 
The idea behind th is approach to data compression is th is: I f  a data item  d occurs n 
consecutive times in  the inpu t stream, replace the n occurrences w ith  the single pa ir 
nd. The n  consecutive occurrences o f a data item  are called a run  length encoding or 
R L E . Run Length Encoding is suited fo r compressing any type o f data regardless o f 
its  in form ation content but the content o f the data w ill affect the compression ra tio  
achieved by Run Length Coding.
Based on the theorems described above and other principles derived from  them, 
people invented a lo t o f coding techniques. The most popular lossless coding tech­
niques are Huffman and arithmetic  methods. Roughly speaking, both Huffm an and 
a rithm etic  methods are example o f s ta tis tica l coding, where character frequency 
sta tistics are used to allocate appropriate codewords fo r ou tpu t. Huffm an coding is 
a universal entropy compression method which produces variable length code. Sym­
bols, which occur w ith  a high probab ility, are assigned short codewords while symbols, 
which are rare, are assigned longer codewords. Huffman codes have the unique prefix 
a ttrib u te , which means they can be correctly decoded despite th e ir variable length. 
A rith m e tic  coding enables characters to  be represented as fractiona l b it lengths and 
replaces a stream o f inpu t symbols w ith  a single floa ting  po in t ou tpu t number. This
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is done by representing the source as a real number, greater than o r equal to  zero, but 
less than one, as denoted as the range [0 ,1 ). In  th is scheme, sequences o f characters 
are represented by ind iv idua l codes, according to  the ir p ro ba b ility  o f occurrence. The 
advantage o f a rithm etic coding is th a t i t  can code a rb itra rily  close to the entropy.
In  addition to  Huffman and a rithm e tic  coding, the simplest coding methods are 
those th a t ignore or make on ly m in im al use o f the supplies probab ilities. In  doing 
so, th e ir compression effectiveness may be re la tive ly poor, but the sim ple and regular 
codewords th a t they assign can usually be encoded and decoded extrem ely quickly. 
Moreover, some compression applications are such th a t the source probabilities pi 
have a d is tribu tion  to  which the regular nature o f these non-parameterized codes is 
well suited. Golomb and Rice codings are among th is k ind  o f coding methods.
Golomb Code is the method to  generate a variable-size code fo r integers n. I t  
depends on the choice o f a parameter b and i t  is created in  two steps
1. Compute the two quantities
Ç =  L(n — 1) / 6J, r  =  n — g6 — 1.
2. Construct the golomb code o f n in  two parts; the firs t is the value o f 
g -I-1, coded in  unary, and the second, the b inary value o f r  coded in  
either [log 26j b its  (fo r the sm all remainders) or in  flog 26) b its (fo r 
the large ones).
Rice coding is a specialized form  o f Golomb coding. Rice coding makes most sense 
when most o f the number to  be coded are re lative sm all. This suits the ’’ exponential”  
o r "lap lacian”  d is tribu tion  o f numbers which typ ica lly  make up the difference o f a 
lossless audio encoding a lgorithm . In  o ther words, i f  most o f the numbers are small, 
fa ir ly  good compression can be achieved. Rice coding is generally used to encode 
entropy in  an audio/video codec.
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Here is a litt le  more technical description o f the process o f Rice coding:
1. Make your best guess as to  how many b its  a number w ill take, and call th a t k
2. Take the rightm ost k  b its  o f the number and remember what they are
3. Imagine the b inary number w ithou t those rightm ost k  b its and look at its  new 
value ( th is is the overflow th a t doesn’t  f it  in  k  b its )
4. Use these values to encode the number. This encoded value is represented as a 
number o f zeroes corresponding to  step 3, then a term inating  1 to te ll th a t your done 
sending the ’’overflow” , then the k b its  from  step 2.
Decoding works the same way, ju s t backwards. In  general, a lower value o f k w ill 
make sm aller numbers cheaper and bigger numbers more expensive to  store, w hile a 
bigger value o f k w ill make big numbers re la tive ly  cheap to store, w hile increasing the 
storage overhead on a ll sm aller values and m aking them more expensive to store.
To losslessly compress sound file , conventional compression methods, such as RLE, 
s ta tis tica l, can be used, bu t the results depend heavily on the specific sound. R LE 
may work well when the sound contains long runs o f identica l samples. W ith  8-b it 
samples th is may be common. W ith  16-bit samples, long runs may be rare and RLE, 
consequently, ineffective. S ta tis tica l methods assign variable-size codes to  the samples 
according to the ir frequency o f occurrence. I t  works well fo r the sound file  which 
features skewed probabilities. W ith  16-bit samples there are more than 65,000 possible 
samples, so it  may match the s itua tion . However, applying Huffm an or a rithm etic 
coding d irectly  to  the audio is not very efficient due to the long-tim e correlation 
in  audio signal. A  preprocessing stage, so-called prediction which elim inates the 
redundancies w ith in  audio signal, leads to  an almost uncorrelated source which is 
easier to  code. These treated data usually are re la tive ly sm all and satisfvrng w ith  the 
”  laplacian” d is tribu tion . Therefore, Rice coding is a be tte r choice fo r use to compress
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a d ig itized  audio file .
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CHAPTER 5
A  NEW  LOSSLESS COMPRESSION A LG O R ITH M  
The goal o f our research is to  find  a fast, efficient method to  compress a audio file  
losslessly because lossless audio coding is a topic o f high interest fo r both professional 
and customer applications. Modem lossy coding standards (e.g. ISO M PEG 1 and 2) 
can achieve large compression ra tio  w ith  subjective quédity; however, m u ltip le  coding 
can reveal o rig in a lly  masked d istortions. In  addition , reproduction o f c ritica l music 
items shows th a t even the best systems cannot be considered as tru ly  transparent. 
Lossless coding is able to  overcome these drawbacks although i t  w ill sacrifice some 
compression ra tio , comparing w ith  lossy coding.
5.1 Scheme
The m ain idea o f our compression system (encoder) is th a t a fter a stream is inpu t, 
a wavelet transform  is operated on the stream, then use a predictor to approxim ate 
data o f the audio signal, which are filte red  by wavelet transform , a fter th a t, compute 
a set o f difference values (called error) between the prediction and the data. These 
difference values are relative sm all integers (in  general) and fin a lly  these values are 
compressed using Rice coding. In  the decoder, the predictor is replicated and it  must 
work from  prediction parameters and the previously decoded data. The predicted 
value is added to the “error”  value to  create the fina l exactly correct value fo r th a t 
data. Then the prediction a lgorithm  is run again, based on the newly decoded data 
and some previous ones to  predict the next data. A fte r recovering a ll the data, use
35
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Figure 5.1 The system atic diagram  o f our compression system
wavelet reconstruction a lgorithm  to  rebuild  the up-level scale parts and repeat th a t 
again and again u n til to  the level in  which the data are exactly the same as audio 
signal samples. The figure (5-1) b rie fly  displays these ideas.
There are two im portan t issues, associated w ith  the compression system we design, 
have to  be considered before we test and analyze the system. The firs t one is w hat kind 
o f c rite ria  can be used to  measure quan tita tive ly  the performance o f a compression 
m ethod. L ist quantities below are such k ind  o f measurement th a t is commonly used.
C am pressianratio  =  L ^ S th o fth ^ o n tp ^ s tre a m (5.1)
Lengtho fthe inputs tream  
Inverse o f the compression ra tio  is called the compression facto r which is expressed
as
_ . .  ̂ Lengtho fthetn jm tstream
Compression fa c to r  =   ----- - r - '  ,---------------   100%
Lengthoftheoutputstream
_   ̂ Length(input) — Lengthloutput) ^
Compressionrate  = ----- -— f — —rrz— ------— - 100%
(5.2)
Length{input) —  (5.3)
O f course, entropy is also often used as low  bound o f compression because audio 
files cannot be compressed losslessly to  any size sm aller than its  entropy. The per­
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formance can only approach more closely whatever the basic entropy o f the audio file  
is. The more close to  th a t entropy, the be tte r performance the compression has.
The second one is about audio files which are used here fo r evaluating our lossless 
compression method. The form at o f the d ig itized speech file  used in  our research 
is so-called W AV file . T h is form at is very popular upon IB M  PC (clone) p la tform  
and i t  supports a variety o f b it resolutions, sample rates, and channels o f audio. 
U nlike other compressed form ats, such as MPEG, WAVs store samples " in  the row” 
where no pre-processing is required other th a t fo rm a tting  o f the data. Th is is why the 
form at is chosen in  our research. The W AV file  its e lf consists o f basic three im portan t 
"chunks” o f in form ation (there may also be other chunks in  a W AV file  th a t contain 
some in form ation which are not needed to  play the recorded sound). These three 
chunks are: the R IF F  chunk which identifies the file  as a W AV file, the FO R M AT 
chunk which identifies parameters such as sample rate, etc, and the D ATA chunk 
which contains the actual data  (samples). The data is encoded in  the W AV file  by 
Pulse Code M odulation (PC M ).
Table 5.1 Some in fo rm ation  o f ten d ig ita l speech test files
F ile  Name Channel B its/Sam ple Sample Rate Num . o f Samples
baitaX Mono 16 16000 Hz 3848
beetal Mono 16 16000 Hz 3612
bitBal Mono 16 16000 Hz 5588
bogal Mono 16 16000 Hz 7302
f ig h ta l Mono 16 16000 Hz 7117
f lo a ta l Mono 16 16000 Hz 7697
gnata l Mono 16 16000 Hz 6142
sata2 Mono 16 16000 Hz 7803
s lig h t aX Mono 16 16000 Hz 8303
s/opCal Mono 16 16000 Hz 8594
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The true nature o f sound varies w ith  its  source, physical environment and record­
ing  method, and a ll these factors w ill affect on audio files. So a lossless compression 
program cannot adapt its e lf en tire ly  to  the “tru e ” nature o f the sound. Therefore it  
is not surprising th a t d ifferent a lgorithm  w ork best on different kind o f audio. Some 
in form ation o f the files we use is listed in  table 5.1.
Next we w ill discuss each m ain function in  our compression algorithm  and give 
the test results and analyses.
5.1.1 Stage 1: Wavelet Transform
The firs t step in  our lossless compression is to  more efficiently model the data o f 
inpu t audio signal. There are often some form s o f relationship between those data, 
and th is  can be exploited several ways, w ith  one popular way being through the use 
o f wavelet transform  and prediction.
Given a sequence o f N  integers s{, where i  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  iV — 1 and s represents 
the orig ina l data o f audio signal a t the beginning o f decomposition j  =  0, a fte r 
th a t i t  represents the scale (coarse) component at level j  =  —n. Meanwhile, le t tv{ 
represents the wavelet component a t level j  =  —n. These N /2  numbers becomes the 
low-frequency transform  coefficients, and are norm ally transformed again, in to  N /A  
low-frequency and N /A  high-frequency coefficients, so fo rth  (Figure 5.2).
Then the decomposition a lgorithm  o f H arr wavelet transform  used in  th is  case can 
be expressed as
' w{~'- =  -  s ii fo r i  =  1,2, - . AT/2
=  4  +  f  fo r 1 =  1 , 2 ...........N /2  (5.4)
 ̂ tVi~^ =  4  — 4 - 1  fo r i  =  N /2  +  I  and N  =  odd
I f  we want to  decompose the data down to  k  level, the formulas above can be
ite ra tive ly  operated upon scale component o f up-level j  — 1 u n til reaching level k.
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Original Signal data S* fbri = U , — ^
Scale Part S '' Wavelet Part W
Figure 5.2 Wavelet Decomposition
The reconstruction o f the orig inal data is easy to  figure out based on the inverse 
transform  displayed above. The expression o f th is  process is 
4  =  s { - \ -  ^  fo r 1 =  1, 2, . . . , N /2
4 + 1  =  '^i~^ +  4  fo r 1 =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  N /2  (5.5)
4  =  +  4 /2  fo r the last odd number N  =  odd
I t  needs to  m ention th a t the transform s above are lossless although there is a d iv i­
sion by 2 in  these formulas. The division causes so-called truncation  which is denoted 
by the “floo r”  symbols [ and J and is used to  produce integer transform  coefficients 
Si~^, w\~^ and also integer reconstructed data item s s{. Because o f trunca tion , some 
inform ation is lost when the is calculated. However, trunca tion  is also used in  
the calculation o f the 4 + i,  which restores the lost in form ation. Thus, Equations
above is a true  forward and inverse th a t reconstructs the o rig ina l data item s exactly.
5.1.2 Stage 2: P redictor
The goal behind audio compression is to  make a ll o f the sample values as sm all as 
possible by removing any correlation th a t may exist between them . In  our compres­
sion a lgorithm . W hat we d id fo r th is  purpose is to  le t the data o f a ll wavelet com­
ponents (high-frequency) be passed through a predictor to  remove any redundancy
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w hile s till rem aining compressible. T h is stage is w hat separates one compression 
scheme from  another. There are v irtu a lly  countless ways to do so. People can make 
a predictor based upon some reasonable assumption or the ir experience. Then, these 
predicted values are compared w ith  the actual value and the difference (error) is w hat 
gets sent to  the next stage fo r encoding. From th is  po in t, a good predictor is crucia l 
fo r a good compression system.
In  th is  work, we design two predictors which are expressed by form ula 1 and for­
m ula 2. The firs t predictor is made based on the assumption th a t there is correlation
between scale and wavelet components a t the szune decomposed level. For the second 
predictor, the assumption is th a t there exists some relationship among neighboring 
samples in  wavelet component. These predictors w ill be tested and the results are 
shown in  table 5.2 and table 5.3.
Form ula 1:
Wl = a(S/ -  S t i)  +  KSU -Sî)+ cWL, (5.6)
Form ula 2:
W i =  a W U  +  b W Û  +  c W U  (5.7)
where a, 6, c are parameters to  be tested and tuned such th a t the average error(difference 
between predicted values and th e ir corresponding actual values) approaches to  zero 
as close as possible. We use brute-force method to scan the values from  -5 to  5 fo r 
a ll a, 6, c and try  to find the best set o f these parameters a t each decomposed level. 
In  table 5.2 and 5.3, we show our test results o f the m inim um  average error a t every 
decomposed level and corresponding sets o f parameters a, 6, c fo r both  form ulas.
I t  is noted th a t at here we choose average error as a measurement because the 
sm aller the average error, the more the number o f sm all error values, and th is  s itua tion  
is desirable fo r Rice coding a t next stage. The quantities o f average error also help
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us to  decide an im portant parameter k  in  Rice coding, which are the number o f least 
s ignificant b its. These b its are regarded as uncompressible and w ill be sent d irectly  
to  the ou tpu t file.
Table 5.2 The average errors o f ten decomposed levels using predictor 1
File Name -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10
baital 707.1 3442 2234 2241 4946 3367 2062 1126 609 239
beetal 736.9 2675 1043 981.8 3610 4973 1327 2225 459.5 82
biteal 471 2410 3289 4801 3545 3594 2270 568.9 1766 157.5
boQal 383.8 1428 2108 7187 5121 5201 3578 1718 1405 272.5
f ig h ta l 464.5 1417 1744 2650 1967 1342 856 337 2586 72.3
f lo a ta l 578.9 800.7 962.1 3934 5380 4069 3557 1397 821.7 383.8
gnotal 367.5 1365 1494 1879 1328 1920 891.7 222.4 84 105.2
sata2 1941 1834 1545 2775 1558 1234 717.6 421 291 131.9
slighta l 1390 1442 1417 2706 1768 1126 626 179.9 346.8 128.4
slopBal 969.6 1077 712.8 3071 3477 2254 1671 1114 898 529
Table 5.3 The average errors o f ten decomposed levels using predictor 2
File Name -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10
baital 1904 3470 2617 3349 4788 3802 2741 1299 582.5 199.3
beetal 1413 2659 1589 2465 3093 3415 2308 2613 1054 757.8
biteal 1874 2940 3869 4758 3601 3575 2276 1292 1701 341.8
bogal 1522 2204 3041 6911 5117 5202 3374 2111 2190 706.1
f ig h ta l 1184 1826 1977 2497 2020 1259 815.5 363.3 232.2 83.71
flo a ta l 1044 1306 2301 4243 5364 4135 3520 1473 825.3 614.9
gnatal 947.5 1483 1655 1567 1420 1687 634 213.3 113.1 104.5
sata2 2266 1969 2019 2282 1592 1254 684.7 440.9 286.7 151.8
slighta l 1783 1695 1833 2667 1767 879.7 630.9 206.4 347.3 162.3
slopeal 1409 1256 1907 3237 3389 1928 1792 1104 955 562.4
Com paring the results o f table 5.2 w ith  those o f table 5.3, we found th a t in  most 
cases the m inim um  average errors corresponding to  predictor 1 are sm aller than those 
from  predictor 2. That means the predictor I  explores the deep insight o f correlation 
o f the data in  our case. I t  is reasonable because, derived from  equation (5-1), we can
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get W i~  =  2{Sj~^ -  S^i), and to  predict W /~^ is equivalent to  predict S^j, then we 
can use and to  predict fina lly, one easy way o f using and
is to  take an average o f them, S f l/  =  +  % _ i) ) /2 .  Tha t is what predictor 1
d id . So the form ula 1 is chosen as the predictor in  our compression system.
Table 5.4 The results o f a, 6,c  o f predictor I  fo r ten decomposed level
File Name -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10
baital
-0.63
-0.25
-0.75
-0.25
-0.13
-0.13
-0.19
-0.38
0.31
-0.56
-0.25
-0.56
-0.25
-0.25
0.31
-0.63
-0.81
0.25
1.00
-0.19
0.13
0.94
0.50
0.13
-0.13
-1.00
-0.06
1.00
0.31
0.88
beetal
-0.63
-0.31
-0.75
-0.31
0.25
0.38
-0.31
-0.25
-0.13
-0.56
-0.19
-0.50
-0.44
-0.38
-0.63
0.63
0.63
0.56
0.81
0.00
1.00
0.81
0.38
0.13
-0.94
0.94
0.63
0.38
-1.00
0.50
biteal
-0.63
-0.19
-0.63
-0.38
-0.25
-0.25
-0.44
-0.31
-0.25
-0.25
-0.06
-0.06
-0.25
-0.06
0.13
-0.25
0.0
0.19
-0.50
-0.63
0.56
0.94
1.00
0.81
0.56
1.00
0.0
1.00
-1.00
0.69
bOffal
-0.63
-0.19
-0.63
-0.50
-0.25
-0.31
-0.50
90.25
-0.63
-0.06
-0.06
-0.13
0.19
0.0
0.13
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.25
-0.06
0.38
0.44
0.69
-0.69
1.00
-1.00
-0.25
0.88
-1.00
-0.19
f ig h ta l
-0.56
-0.25
-0.56
-0.38
-0.25
-0.13
-0.50
-0.31
-0.38
0.44
0.25
-0.31
-0.31
-0.25
0.0
-0.06
-0.44
0.13
-1.00
-0.13
0.88
-0.50
0.25
0.81
1.00
-0.38
0.19
0.69
0.94
0.56
f lo a ta l
-0.5
-0.25
-0.50
-0.25
-0.31
0.0
-0.63
-0.19
-0.63
-0.38
-0.38
-0.44
-0.06
-0.25
0.25
-0.19
0.06
0.06
0.38
0.69
0.25
0.31
0.50
-0.06
-0.13
0.31
-0.06
1.00
-0.31
0.44
gnatal
-0.63
-0.19
-0.63
-0.38
-0.25
-0.38
-0.31
-0.31
0.0
-0.25
-0.19
-0.13
-0.38
-0.25
-0.44
-0.94
-1.00
-0.06
1.00
1.00
0.18
-0.69
-0.75
-0.19
1.00
1.00
-0.38
0.63
1.00
0.56
sata2
-0.44
-0.25
-0.38
-0.38
-0.25
-0.19
-0.56
-0.44
-0.19
0.56
0.31
-0.19
-0.13
-0.19
-0.13
-0.38
-0.50
0.0
-0.44
-0.13
0.75
-0.13
-0.69
-0.13
0.19
0.19
0.06
1.00
1.00
0.25
slightal
-0.44
-0.31
-0.44
-0.38
-0.31
-0.13
-0.56
-0.25
-0.56
0.56
0.38
-0.25
-0.19
0.0
0.13
-0.13
-0.19
0.0
0.56
0.38
0.69
-0.25
0.0
-0.13
-0.13
-0.13
-0.13
1.00
1.00
0.25
slopeal
-0.50
-0.31
-0.63
-0.06
-0.38
0.38
-0.63
-0.19
-0.63
-0.38
-0.19
-0.50
-0.19
-0.19
0.38
-0.19
-0.06
0.19
-0.75
0.0
0.81
-0.31
0.0
0.19
0.38
0.94
0.25
0.69
1.00
0.31
average
-0.56
-0.25
-0.59
-0.33
-0.21
-0.08
-0.46
-0.29
-0.31
-0.09
-0.04
-0.31
-0-20
-0.18
0.01
-0.21
-0.23
0.14
0.13
0.09
0.63
0.16
0.19
0.09
0.28
0.19
0.09
0.83
0.19
0.43
In  table 5.4, the parameters a, 6, c associated w ith  the m in im um average errors in
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every decomposed level fo r ten speech file  are lis ted. For every file, the values o f the 
firs t row, second row and th ird  row are those o f param eter a, b. c, respectively. Because 
o f each test file  ju s t pronouncing only one word, we take average o f parameters a. b, c 
over the ten files to f it  more common situations.
5.1.3 Stage 3: Rice coding
Once removing a ll redundancy in  samples is achieved, next step is to  encode. One 
o f the most efficient ways to  do th is  is w ith  Rice coding. Rice coding is a specialized 
form  o f Golomb coding. I t  makes most sense when most o f the numbers to be coded 
are re lative sm all. This suits the ’’ exponential”  o r ’’ laplacian” d is trib u tio n  o f numbers 
which typ ica lly  make up the difference o f a lossless audio encoding a lgorithm . In  
other words, it  is used to encode string  o f numbers w ith  a variable b it length fo r 
each number, in  which the d is trib u tio n  is stronger fo r low values than fo r high. T ha t 
means, i f  most o f the number are sm all, fa irly  good compression can be achieved.
A  lit t le  more technical and m athem atical description o f the process o f Rice coding 
are shown in  Rice Coding A lgorithm  below and th is  is what we use in our compression 
system.
Rice Coding A lgo rithm
/ *  Use a Rice code to represent symbol x , and k  is the parameter o f the Rice
code * /
V A R IA B L E  in t  i, n, q, everySize, totalS ize;
RiceÆncode(x,k)
1. / *  Change the representation o f signed integers * /
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M O V E  integer to  righ t One b it;
IF  integer >  0 T H E N  pu t “0”  b it to  the most rig h t position:
IF  integer <  0 T H E N  put “ 1” b it to  the most righ t position;
2. / *  F ind  a op tim a l parameter k  ( the most rig h t b its  o f the codeword ) * /  
F O R  fc <— 0 to  n  D O
F O R  every codeword W  D O  
q W/2>‘ ; 
everySize <— q + l+ k ; 
totalS ize <— totalSize-feverySize;
R E T U R N  k  corresponding the smallest totalS ize;
3. / *  Sent the parameter k  * /
SendB it( every b its o f parameter k  );
4. / *  For every codeword, send W /2^  I ’s, then term inate 0 to  te ll th a t 
you done sending the “overflow” , then send the most righ t k  b its 
o f the codeword * /
F O R  every codeword W  D O
F O R  i 0 to  q-1 D O  S e n d B it(l);
SendBit(O);
SendB it( the most rig h t k  b its  o f the codeword );
RiceJDecode(x, k )
1. / *  get the param eter k  * /
G e tB it( every b its  o f parameter k  );
2. / *  Reconstruct every codeword * /
W H IL E  ( a ll b its  in  a comressed file  )
W H IL E ( G e tB it(l)  ) q f - q + 1;
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r  f— 2^ * g;
F O R  every k b its D O
X  <— X  \ G e tB it i)  «  a bit;
L e t’s tu rn  back to the test and analyses o f our compression system. A fte r com­
pu ting  the entropy o f the error data, we found th a t there a t least needs average 8 b its  
to  represent an e rro r value (shown in  table 5.5). T h a t means a file generally cannot 
be compressed beyond h a lf o f orig ina l file  by using our compression a lgorithm .
Table 5.5 The average entropies fo r ten test files
F ile Name Average Entropy
baital 7.12
beetal 7.08
biteal 6.78
bogal 6.77
f ig h ta l 7.07
f lo a ta l 7.08
gnatal 6.86
sata2 7.38
s ligh ta l 7.31
slopeal 7.26
Furtherm ore, a fter operating our compression a lgorithm  on the ten test files, we 
got the compression ra tio  being around 0.82 (result given in  table 5.6 ).
5.2 Conclusion
Using a new compression a lgorithm  described in  th is  research, a lossless com­
pression is done through the processes o f H a rr wavelet transform , prediction and
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Table 5.6 The compression ra tio  fo r ten test files
F ile  Name O rig ina l Bytes Compressed Bytes Compression R atio
baita l 7696 6544 0.85
beetal 7224 6028 0.83
biteal 11176 9392 0.84
bogal 14604 12156 0.83
f ig h ta l 14234 11356 0.80
f lo a ta l 15394 12332 0.80
gnata l 12284 9612 0.78
sata2 15606 13208 0.85
s lig h ta l 16606 13676 0.82
slopeal 17188 13908 0.81
Rice coding. The m ain difference between our a lgorithm  and other common lossless 
compression methods is the com bination o f H arr wavelet transform  and prediction 
together as a whole m odeling. I t  takes the advantage o f wavelet transform , such as 
fu n c tio na lity  o f subband filte r so the data in  the same band have more correlation 
between each other, and fast, efficient com puting speed. Meanwhile, it  keeps the ben­
e fit o f prediction as well, which can e lim inate the redundancy in  data. Theoretically, 
th is a lgorithm  could reach a p re tty  good compression ra tio . However, comparing w ith  
the results o f several other lossless compression softwares (a report given by [Robin 
W h ittle , 2002] states tha t 60 to  70% o f o rig ina l file-size w ith  pop, rock, techno and 
other loud, noisy music and 35 to  60% fo r quieter choral and orchestral pieces can be 
achieved w ith  lossless compression ), the performance o f our a lgorithm  do not reach 
w hat we expect. I t  may be caused by using different kinds o f test files, but there 
are s till more rooms fo r im proving our a lgorithm . One d irection is to m odify the 
pred ictor we used. I t  is well known th a t most good predictors are adaptive because 
they are able to  match the varying magnitudes o f the inpu t samples. So one o f the
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steps we need to  do next is to  design a adaptive pred icto r and test its  performance. 
Another way to  get be tte r lossless compression in  our case is to  use and test more 
efficient alternatives to  Rice coding, such as E lias Gamma and other codes which are 
h igh ly efficient at coding large integers and the “cost”  o f having longer “overflow” 
pa rt is much less. Standard Rice coding o f “overflow” parts o f values more than 
about 3 b its  long can clearly be improved upon w ith  Biased Elias Gamma. Clearly, 
the results shown in  table 5-2 indicate th a t i t  is not the case in  which most o f the 
numbers to  be encoded are sm all, which is the s itua tion  handled best by Rice coding 
[Robin W h ittle , 2002; Peter Fenwick, 1996]. Through tak ing  these improvements, we 
th in k  the compression performance o f our a lgorithm  w ill be better.
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